
 
 

Subject: - Advisory - Safe Use of ATM Cards (Advisory No. 41) 

1. Background.  Recently, a sharp rise in ATM skimming (ATM fraud) activities have 

been reported. Skimmers install Card Reader device on ATM machines to steal ATM card 

information during a legitimate ATM transaction and subsequently use the stolen information 

to withdraw cash by duplicating the compromised ATM cards. In such cases, cash withdrawal 

of account holders who had their ATM cards in their custody were reported from a different 

city other than their place of residence. The situation warrants cautious use of ATM cards / 

machines and safe custody of bank accounts details. Above in view, recommendations at  

Para 3 should be followed to prevent becoming victim of such incidents. 
 

2. Methods to target ATM Machines.  Following techniques may be used by 

skimmers to withdraw illegal cash from bank accounts: - 

a. Installing card reading devices on ATM Machines. 

b. Tiny cameras on ATM machines to get PIN. 

c. Links sent through SMS / WhatsApp asking for debit  / credit card 
details. 

3.  Recommendation 

a. Withdraw cash only from ATM machines installed at the bank branch. 

b. Frequently change PIN to avoid PIN compromise. 

c. Cover keypad while typing PIN at ATM machine. 

d. Contact concerned bank for alerts when any activity occur regarding illegal  

withdrawal against your account. 

e. Do not click on malicious or forwarded banking links. 

f. Requests for personal or financial information should be avoided and never 

entertained. 

g. Identify spam message; if it seems urgent, provide some gifts / shocking 

news or requires to spread it among others. 

h. Keep personal phones secure and do not connect to public WiFi 

networks. 

i. In case of any illegal activity pertaining to bank account, inform concerned bank 

and report the issue immediately to FIA at helpdesk@nr3c.gov.pk 

* * * * * 
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